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Thats The Way I Think
This was mostly due to the fact that I felt like it was a requirement and I was never any “good” at it. I loathed team sports as a kid, and I’d put more energy into pretending I was sick so I could ...
The Phrase That Completely Transformed How I Think About Exercise
Your coworkers will thank you... or maybe they'll kick you off Slack. With Slack, you can make an emoji for any situation. With remote and hybrid workspaces becoming the new normal for many, using the ...
The Slack emoji trick that'll make your coworkers think you're cooler than you are
Valerie Bertinelli is speaking out after reading a disparaging comment about her weight. In an emotional video on Thursday, the Food Network star — who has been open about her complicated relationship ...
Valerie Bertinelli Gets Teary After Critical Comment About Her Weight: 'Where's the Compassion?'
Commentary: Flagship phones are giving us only incremental improvements, and our upgrade culture makes less sense than ever.
Wait a second, does the 2-year phone upgrade plan still make sense? I think not
"I miss going out again," 17-year-old Julius Brown told Newsweek. Brown's moped was stolen from the parking lot of his workplace on Monday.
'The Only Way I Can Feel Normal:' Teen Who Lost Leg in Car Crash Begs for Return of Moped
Paris Hilton said on Monday that she "can't imagine" Spears not being in control of her life and finances after Spears working her whole adult life.
Paris Hilton thinks what Britney Spears said about her in court was a 'misunderstanding': 'I know that she didn't mean it in that way'
Growing up in Korea, we were taught that we’d swell up and die from ‘fan death’ if we kept our fans on overnight, among other absurdities. Even when I left the country and learnt it had been ...
I know why anti-vaxxers think the way they do — I believed Korean health disinformation for decades
Viral doesn't always mean good. I have nothing against viral TikTok food trends — I wrote a whole article about some of them kicking ass — but I tried the viral pasta chip recipe and it left me ...
I tried the viral TikTok air fryer pasta chip trend and it's not worth the hype
Economics at Cambridge in the late 1970s was not about seeing the world in a particular way. Instead, it was about gaining familiarity with four different schools of thought – from neo-classical ...
EL-ERIAN: These Are The Peope And Institutions That Shaped The Way I Think
Illustration of four grocery delivery drivers racing to their customers doorstep. | SFBT Illustration The grocery delivery race, underway for more than a decade, has evolved into a full-out sprint.
The Battle for your Doorstep
Make something that is inspirational and optimistic while still being realistic. Tyler Silvers did every job you can imagine on TV and film sets ...
“I think the best way to learn is to do,” says Tyler Silvers
I hope nobody forgets who attacked our Capitol, threatened elected officials, assaulted the police, committed multiple murders and wanted to hang Mike Pence. It wasn’t Muslims. It wasn’t Mexicans. It ...
Talk of the County: ‘I hope nobody forgets who attacked our Capitol’
Ileana Paules-Bronet thought nothing of her video about her wedding requirement — until hundreds of online trolls found her account.
Bride-to-be shuts down angry TikTokers after requiring wedding guests to be vaccinated: 'I didn't think it would go the way that it did'
I had the opportunity to meet Bobbie Racette, CEO and Founder of Virtual Gurus. Building a business, especially during the Pandemic, has created a mindset that makes this entrepreneur unstoppable.
Bobbie Racette, CEO Of Virtual Gurus, Is Clearing The Way For The Overlooked Founder
The type of fuel you choose isn’t as important as how sustainably it’s sourced, and what you’re grilling matters more.
The Greenest Way to Grill
Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell on Thursday expressed optimism that the upper chamber can pass a bipartisan $1.2 trillion infrastructure package in coming weeks.
McConnell on infrastructure: ‘I think there’s a decent chance that may come together’
"I think that's oversimplification ... Donnell if her Queen of Nice nickname caused similar problems. "Not in the way that Ellen's talking about, I think," O'Donnell said. "But you know, I ...
Rosie O'Donnell on Ellen's daytime TV exit: 'I don't think it was the 'be kind' thing that got her'
The Deadman added, "I think he's a great heel—coldhearted, calculated." For years, WWE seemed unwilling to let The Tribal Chief go all the way to become a bad guy. A turn seemed to be on the ...
WWE's Roman Reigns Praised by The Undertaker: 'I Think He's a Great Heel'
"On the one hand, I agree that I don't think that we're even half way through this pandemic. I think we've got a few more years left of it," she said. "But on the other hand, where countries have ...
'I don't think that we're even half way through this pandemic,' expert warns
Every single piece of me felt alive in a way I had never felt before and the ... it dropped you off right there in Washington Heights, because that’s where your family was, as well as the ...
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